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Local man
suspected
of raping
18-year-old

SLO court
overturns
Measure J
Cassandra Carlson
M U STA N (; DAILY

Kristen Marschall

A San Luis Obispo superior
court judge ruled against the valid
ity of the Measure J initiative Thurs
day night, saying in a written court
document that the issue was “purely
a question of law.”
According to Judge Roger Ficquet s ruling, the initiative conflicts
with county land use and state law,
mainly the State Aeronautics Act,
since the land is close to the San
Luis C'lbispo County Airport. The
law requires local airport land-use
commissions to establish plans for
safety around airfields.
The measure passed in the Nov.
7, 2006 county wide ballot with 65
percent of voters in favor.
('al l^oly business graduate stu
dent Billy jencks voted to pass Mea
sure j in 2006 but now feels indif
ferent.
“It’s hard because I don’t see a
huge problem with development
... it would definitely have an effect
on downtown businesses but would
also bring a lot of jobs into the area,”
jencks said.
Measure j dealt with the proposed
shopping property at the south end
of Madonna Road and west of U.S.
Highway 101. It was going to be
used for a shopping center complex
possibly consistipg of stores such as
Target and Lowe’s Home Improvesee Measure, page 2
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in California’s Feb. 5 primary
election.
She discussed issues of col
lege affordability, comprehensive
education reform, the war in
Iraq, universal healthcare, renew
able energy, immigration and gay
rights.
“Please go online. C'heck out
my mom. Check out all of the
candidates. Please vote. Everyone
says young voters are really go
ing to turn out in this election
and we hope you have gotten
that message and are planning on
making that true,” Clinton said. “I
hope you are going to vote for my
mom. I’m here to help you make
that decision.”
On the issue of college affbrd-

Following the alleged sexual assault
of an 18-year-old woman Thursday
evening in the downtown area, police
have arrested a man matching the de
scription given by the victim.
At about 8 p.m. onThursday,a local
resident notified the San Luis C'lbispo
Police Deparmient that a young
woman had appeared at the front
door, saying she
had been sexu
ally assaulted
in the San Luis
C')bispo Creek,
authorities said.
The
woman
was reportedly
wet and par
tially clothed.
The young
woman
told
Avril King
police she had
been sexually
assaulted in the creek area behind The
Creamery, located at 570 Higuera St.
Following a thorough description of
the suspect and the situation, police
said they detained a man matching
the description within 40 minutes.
The man was identified as 33-yearold Avril King of San Luis Obispo
and was placed under arrest for foaible rape, police said.
King was later booked at the San

see Clinton, page 2

see Crime, page 2
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Chelsea Clinton spoke about the upcoming election and issues while encouraging students to vote.

Youngest Clinton speaks
Jessica Ford
M U STA N G DAILY

Chelsea Clinton, daughter of
2008 Democratic presidential
candidate Hillary Rodham Clin
ton and former president Bill
Clinton, addressed a crowd in Cal
Poly’s University Union Plaza
Friday.
Many people in attendance
held up “Hillary for President”
posters during Clinton’s question-and-answer session, while an
occasional “Obama 2008” poster
could be spotted.
Surrounded by students, fac
ulty and community members,
Clinton was introduced by Pro
vost William Durgin and Associ
ated Students Inc. President Bran
don Souza.

“ I hope you’re going to vote
for my mom,” Clinton said early
on in her address to the audience.
Clinton answered questions
about her mom’s campaign for
president for about 45 minutes
and encouraged everyone to vote

Mardi Gras weekend remains quiet throughout city
M U S T A N (i D A ILY STA FF R fc F O R T

The San Luis Obispo Police Department beefed
up its patrols over the weekend and included outside
law enforcement agencies in their effort to prevent
and control any incidents for Mardi Gras.
Approximately 100 officers were deployed on Fri
day night, including several from nearby communi
ties, the California Highway Patrol and the Sheriff’s
Department.
The evening began peacefully and about half the
officers were released after a few hours. All officers
from outside agencies were released by midnight ex
cept for the bicycle team from the Sheriff’s Depart
ment.

The remaining officers were kept busy after mid
night and there were a total of 20 arrests made by
5:30 a.m. Fourteen of those were for alcohol or drugrelated offenses and two were for assaults. There were
24 citations issued on Friday night for alcohol, public
urination and trafTic violations.
Fewer officers were deployed on Saturday given
the relative calmness of the previous night and most
outside assistance was released by 11:30 p.m., leaving
25 officers on duty.
Due largely to rain, only six arrests were made
on Saturday night, according to a police department
press release. There were also seven citations issued.
All but two of the individuals arrested or cited Satur
day night were local residents.
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Clinton
cotitinued from ptif'e I

ability, CMinton discnssctl bow Hillary t'linton plans to
inakf that possible it' elec ted into the presidency. She
said her mother would double the level of l‘ell grants,
make I’ell grants avail.ible yearronnd .iiid re-establish di
rect lending to students from the federal government.
CMinton also spoke of her mother's support of im
migration reform. Hillary ('liiiton plans to merease
border security and strengthen enforcement of labor
laws, she said. CMinton said enforcing labor laws will
involve holding businesses accountable and that im
migration reform would “welcome people out of the
shadenvs."
When asked by an audience member if her mother
“will ever take responsibility for her vote to autho
rize the Irac] war," she responded by referring back to
her mom's answer to that cpiesticm m Thursday night's
presidential candidate debate. She also said her mother
did not know what President Ihish was going to do
111 Irac] and would have acted ditTerently if she had

Measure
coutitiued from page 1

iiient and wcnild be built on the 131
acres of land ow ned by rancher-de
veloper Ernie Dalidio.
Jencks feels that a Target store
coming to San Luis Obispo is some
what inevitable with or without the
land use of 1)alidics’s property.
Halidio Ranch's plan consisted
of 33(I,()(H) sejuare feet for retail, a
business park, a lunel, 60 units of
housing and other developments
that will no longer be built.
(Mtizens for Planning Responsi
bly and the Environmental (Tmter
of San Luis Obispo ('oimty were
the plaintirts against Me,isure |,
claiming that it exceeds the limits
of what citizens can do through an
initiative.
“We are verv excited to win but
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known.
(Minton also discussed less serious issues related to
her own life and her relationship with her mother, in
cluding her mother's cooking.
She concluded her ('al Poly visit by saying,“Please,
please vote on luesckiy and 1 hope you w ill vote tor my
mom. Get involved and come out."
Student reaction from the event appeared to be
mixed.
“ 1 had expectatiems of a bipartisan encouragement
of youth voting, but CMielsea just encouraged people
to vote for her mom," mechanical engineering senior
Spencer Weills said.
Business administration senior Lauren Elliott said,
“ 1 liked that C'Mtelsea was able to be frank with the
audience and admit if she did not know the correct
response to a cjitestion. I've been wavering back and
forth between dilVerent candidates and better under
standing (Minton's platform is helping me make my
decision."
When (Minton finished answering ciuestions from
the audience she stayed to take pictures and sign au
tographs.

we never know wliat is next," said
Morgan Rafferty, executive director
of the Environmental (A'liter of San
Luis Obispo (anility.
“We joined the case because the
inititive was written in such a way
without going through environ
mental review."
Dalidio’s attorney Michael Mor
ns could not be reached for com
ment.
But Rafferty could not be hap
pier about the judge’s ruling, saying
that it “stands as a great precedent."
This decision also creates barriers
to other plans such .is building and
financing an overpass from Prado
Road over U.S. Higlnv.iy 101 to
I )alidio I )rive. 1)alidio agreed to p,iy
$4 million and donate land worth
$4 million under Measure J, but this
is a small amount compared to the
total estimates that run as high as
$60 million.
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continued from page 1

Luis Obispo (AHiiity jail and bail
was set at $ 1(K),(MK).
It is not yet known whether
rinirsday's incident has any con
nection to a series of sexual assaults
that took pLice in 2007 in the San
Luis Obispo area, but for Gal Poly
student (Mielsea Brown, a report of
yet another sexual assault is “un
nerving."
“1 don't feel like I’m in danger,
but then you hear all these things,"
said the theater junior who lives
only blocks avv.iy from where the
assault took place.
“My mommates and 1 walk
down there all the time.’’
Police also noted that King and
the victim were acquainted, but
the incident was not considered
“date rape.”
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"I’m rooting for the
Giants because I bet on
the underdog.”

Main Broulard,
biology senior

—

State

National

International

EL C ER R ITO (AP)
A 50ycar-old man is dead after a 15AKT
train struck him on the tracks at
the El Cerrito station east of San
F-rancisco.
A Oay Area Rapid Transit
spokesman said investigators were
still trying to determine whether
the man jumped or tell onm the
tracks Sunday morning.

PUNXSUTAW NEY,
Pa.
(AP) - lirace yourself for more
wintry weather.
Punxsutawney Phil saw his
shadow Saturday, leading the
groundhog to forecast six more
weeks of winter.
The rodent was pulled from
his stump by members of the
Punxsutawney Ciroundhog (Mub
Inner CCircle, top-hat- and tux
edo-wearing businessmen who
carry out the tradition.
Each Feb. 2, thousands of
people descend on Punxsutaw
ney, a town of about 6,100 peo
ple some 65 miles northeast of
Pittsburgh, to celebrate what
had essentially been a Cierman
superstition.

BELG RADE, Serbia (AP)
— Serbia’s pro-Western presi
dent narrowly defeated an ally of
late autocrat Slobodan Milosevic
in a closely contested election
Sunday only days before an ex
pected declaration of indepentlence by the breakaway Kosovo
province.
President lioris Tadic won
51 percent of the vote, while
TomisLiv Nikolic, who ruled
with Milosevic during the wars
in the Balkans in the 1990s, had
47 percent, according to the state
electoral commission.
“Serbia has shown its great
democratic potential,” Tadic said
in his victory speech, praising
Nikolic for “the number of votes
he has won.”
• • •
BAGHDAD (AP) — Two
women described as mentally
disabled and strapped with re
mote-control explosives — and
possibly used as unwitting sui
cide bombers — brought car
nage Friday to two pet bazaars,
killing at least 91 people in the
deadliest day since Washington
Hooded the capital with extra
troops last spring.
lirig. Gen. (.passim al-Moussawi, Iraq’s chief military spokes
man ill liaghdad, said the women
had Down syndrome and may
not have known they were on
suicide missions, but gave no fur
ther details on how authorities
pieced together the evidence. Fde
also said the bombs were deto
nated bv remote control.

•

"Giants because the
Patriots are ch ea te rs !”

Brandon Fisher,
business sophomore

—

I
“The Chargers. Just
kidding! The Giants,
because no team will ever
be better than the 1 9 7 2
Miami Dolphins.”

Josh Fabian,
political science freshman
—

“Giants, because Donald
Trump wants me to .”

David Feder,
liberal studies freshmen

—
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
A search was under way Sunday for
two missing skiers who were last
seen at a Lake Tahoe resort during
a storm that dumped up to 2'/? feet
of snow as winter storms unleashed
severe weather across the state.
The skiers spent a stormy night
outside after Fieing reported miss
ing Saturday night at the Alpine
Meadows resort just north of Lake
Tihoe, said Placer CAUinty sheriff's
Sgt. Allan (barter.
Authorities have not released
the names or hometowns of the
missing men, ages 32 and 35, but
described them as expert skiers.
• • •
OAKLAND (AP) — Po
lice say a young mother was shot
to death while holding her infant
daughter when bullets ripped
through the door of an Oakland
home during a family celebration.
Authorities said 22-year-old Is
abel Flores died instantly Saturday
night, but her H-month-old daugh
ter in her arms was not injured.
A 16-year-old Modesto boy
and a 34-year-old Oakland man
were also wounded when a gun
man apparently trpened fire from a
car outside the packed home.

•

•

•

O D ESSA , Texas (AP) — A
man accused of killing his wife
s.iys he was trying to exorcise a
demon from her when the dev
il entered his body and caused
her to die, according to a police
probable cause statement.
Jan David Cdark, 60, was ar
rested Friday after authorities
went to his home and found Su
san Kay edark's body wrapped
in a bed sheet witli a cross and
sword on top of it.
Officers had gone to the
home after being told that Clark
had called a friend and said his
59-year-old wife was dead, said
Sgt. (iary Duesler said the Ector
C'ounty Sheriff’s Office.
(dark told investigators he
had his wife pinned face down
on a carpeted floor when she
died.
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CORRECTIONS
riie Miisuiig Daily start tikes
pride in publishing a duly newspa
per tor the Cal Poly campus and the
neighboring coininuniu’. We appre
ciate your readership and are thankful
for your careful reading. Please send
your correction suggestions to inustang(.l.iily(ti igii lail.coi 11.

• A line in )an. 24ths police blotter
stated that otficers assisted the San
Luis Obispo Police Department
with a distuiisance parts- call at the
Delta C'hi traternity house ort Foot
hill Road. The police department
has retracted that statement and
released a new one that reads: “C')fficers as,sisted San Luis Obispo Po
lice 1)epartment with a distutisance
party call at a house otl'Foothill.”
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Oprah says women should feel free
to vote for O bam a over C linton
Laura Kurtzman
ASS(X IM h I) 1‘KHSS

t^rteriiig women a permission slip to desert the can
didacy of Hillary ILodham Clinton in favor of Oarack
tMiama, Oprah Winfrey said Sunday they should not feel
guilty if they preferred him over her.
“Oeing free means you get to think for yourself and
you get to decide for yourself what to do,” she said.
A few minutes later, her friend Maria Shriver, the
wife of C'alifornia (¡ov. Arnold Schwarzenegger, came
on stage and aniunmced her support for Obama.
Shriver said she only decided at the last minute to
come to the rally at the University of C'alifornia, Los
Angeles, and support C^bama publicly.
“I thought, if Ikirack C^bama was a state, he’d be Cali
fornia,” she said to a crowd ot 9,()()() inside UCXA’s Pau
ley ILivilion. “Diverse, open, smart, independent, bucks
tradition. Innovative. Inspirational. Dreamer. Leader.”
The Illinois senator has come within striking distance
of Hillary Cdinton in CLalifornia, the biggest delegate
prize of Super Tuesd,iy, but Obama lags among women.
A Field Poll out Sunday bad the race a tossup, with
C'lintoii at 3() percent and Obama at 34 percent among
likely voters in Tuesday’s I )eniocratic primary. Put there
was a marked gender gap, with women lavoring Clin
ton by 13 points and men favoring Obama by the same
margin.
liecause about .35 percent of Democratic primary
voters are e.xpected to be women, Obama’s campaign is
hoping that Winfrey, with her vast, largely female audi
ence, can help bring more of them his way.
Winfrey bridled at criticism she received after her first
campaign foray for Obama in three early wiring states.
“You know, after Iowa, there were some women who
had the nerve to say to me,'Flow could you? How could
you?”’she said, with mock indignation.‘“ You’re a traitor
to your gender.’”
The crowd booed.

ASS(K;IA1 Fl) PRFSS

Michelle Obama, left, joined by Caroline Kennedy,
Maria Shriver, Oprah Winfrey and Maria Elena Durazo at a rally at UCLA.
“Yes, that’s how 1 feel, ” she said, adding a little later,
“1 say, 1 am not a traitor. No, I’m not a traitor. I’m just
following my own truth, and that truth has led me to
Barack C')bama.”
Walking into the sports pavilion, 29-year-old Iroro
Edos said she prefers Obama hut could live with C'linton
as president.
“I’m for Democrats. It doesn’t matter if Obama or
Hillary wins,” said Edos, who lives east of Los Angeles in
Pomona. “As long as the Democrats win. I’m good.”
It was Winfrey’s first appearance on the Obama cam
paign trail since she held rallies for him at the end of last
year in Iowa, New Hampshire and South C^aroliiia.
She and Shriver appeared Sunday with C'aroline
Kennedy, the daughter of former l^resident John F. Ken
nedy, and Obama’s wife, Michelle, before a multi-ethnic
crowd.
Sliriver’s support conies after her uncle. Sen. Edward
Kennedy, issued his own endorsement of Obama, even as
other Kennedy family memhers are supporting Clinton.
Schwarzenegger, a Republican, has endorsed COP
candidate John McC'ain.
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Candidates’
stratagems:
not just for
the politicos

Brian McMullen

Or you can use the opportu
nity to discredit your opponent.
“That dude in the back — he’s
IVe keep on hatin^^ while these
asleep! I know what an orbit is
politicians are debatii% when we
and how it applies to a properly
need to be learning their stratei>ies
functioning universe, but 1 as
and iniitatini>.
sure you, sleepy dwarf back there
thinks you can blow bubbles
We can all learn valuable life with it.*'
lessons from politicians. 1 mean,
Now, political trends aren’t
to get so many people to like just useful in class but also in so
them, they have to be doing cial situations, like dating. If poli
something right. That’s why this ticians can convince us to put
week I’m doing something a lit the fate of our country in their
tle different; I’m proposing that hands, then they sure as hell can
we take political trends and use teach us something about the
them in everyday situations.
game. Why not treat being single
For instance, we could all put
like campaigning? You have to
question-dodging to great use.
promote yourself, your values
I mean, how many times has a
and, most importantly, your track
professor asked a question you
record. When approaching that
don’t know the answer to? In the
sexy somebody, don’t use a pick
debates, the candidates answer
up line. Start instead with the
completely different questions
answer to a question you know
than the one asked but still look
they’re asking in their head,“I’m
smart doing it.
confident the records will show
Try this: Next time your as
tronomy professor asks you what that I have stood firm against
an orbit is, say,“I’d like to answer sexually transmitted infections,
this question, but first I’d like to and because of my actions, my
point out that 1 am aware that borders are secure. The records
the Earth revolves around the will also show that I am well
Sun, and that Mars does not nec qualified for the job. I collabo
essarily have Martians, and also rated with a nonpartisan study
that Saturn’s rings are just space group to come up with a presen
dust. I know these things and 1 tation on the Latvian economy.
understand how they work. And For this I received a letter grade
I am committed to learning all of B.”That’s money in the bank!
Another political trend you
that this class has to offer and ap
plying that knowledge to mak can use in dating is the indirect
answer. If your sexy somebody
ing this world a better place.”
M CSTA N (i D A ILY
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asks if you like Fergie, don’t just
say no; reply with, “Some would
say she is the definition of an art
ist, and they are entirely right —
as far as they are concerned.” It
only sounds like you enjoy her
music, but the record will show
that you opposed “Fergilicious”
on all occasions. And if that sexy
somebody doesn’t go for it, oh
well, it’s just one stop on the
campaign trail.
You see, politicians are, for
the most part, smooth and well
spoken with impeccable hair and
jutty shoulders — things we all
should strive for. They always
have an answer for the question
at hand, even if it doesn’t answer
the question at hand. They are
also skilled at making opponents
look inept and are masters at
promoting themselves to a large
cross-section of the American
population.
Everything you could ever
want to be is right there, so why
not do what’s trendy in the po
litical world? Slick your hair up,
rock the power suit, and make
well-practiced hand gestures
when you speak. It all adds up
to success, my fellow student,
success. I’m Brian McMullen,
and the TRENDASAURUS ap
proved this message.

Patrick Barbieri
M USTANG D A ILY

Little did 1 know that the band Sherwood’s giant tour bus parked outside
Downtown Brewing Co. was a sign of giant things to come.
So apparently I’ve been living in a hole on Bishop Peak the last few years be
cause until last week, I never knew about one of San Luis Obispo’s most popular
bands. As 1 stood in line Frklay with hundreds of seemingly high school-aged kids,
one thing became clear: Tonight’s show was a big deal for Sherwood and their
fans.
With a busy nationwide tour schedule, and plans to tour Japan and the UK.
later this year, Shersvood hasn’t had much time to play in their hometown.This was
the night San Luis Obispo’s very own indie-rock darlings would give back to the
fans who helped launch their career in the first place. The fans needed it, the band
needed it, and they both owed it to each other.
Forming in 2(K)2 while its members attended Cal Poly, Sherwood released a few
independent records before becoming the first band to release an album through
MySpace Records. As you can imagine, the label has helped propel them into
indie-rock stardom, with nearly 1 million friends and more than 12 million plays
on their MySpace page alone.
Obviously the show was beyond sold out. Never had 1 seen Downtown Ba*w
packed to this capacity. By the time Sherwood finally took the stage, the crowd had
been considerably wound up by the opening bands’ ample performances.
After a very warm welcome from fans, Sherwood started in with their catchy
blend of upbeat melodic rock.Think of the vocal harmonics and feel-gocxi-vibe of
The Beach Boys meets the poppy-punkness ofThe Get Up Kids, and you’ll get an
see Sherwood, page 6

Brian McMtdIen is a journalism
senior and Mustang Daily
columnist.
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Orchesis offers variety of ‘Momentum’ to all
Shannon Boren
Ml!STANCi DAIIA

If a dance is like a poem where each movement is a
word, then the Orchesis dance company had a lot to say
when they opened their 38th annual show, “ Momentum,”
Friday night.
(îreeted by a full house, the company presented its passion
and love of dance in full-hearted performances that ran the
gamut from modern and emotional to hip-hop with a little
funk mixed in.
The audience, largely comprised of the performers’ family
and friends, was antsy with anticipation before the show began.
They were quite delighted, however, when the lights dimmed
to reveal three lit frames from which shadows of dancing fig
ures began to appear, performing the opening piece, an ex
cerpt from Davis Kobertson’s “Strange Prisoners.”
From that point forward, the show took on a relatively
mellow feeling, with about half of the 18 pieces being of the
modern or interpretive variety. The music consisted mainly
of soft, melodic persuasion and was even haunting at times.
An excerpt performed from “Lucifer’s Prance” was almost
frightening as the performers, wearing all red, moved eerily
about the stage, delivering a hcMvy mood as one performer
carried another who looked as if she had been crucified.
Aside from the slower, more modern pieces, the show
featured many upbeat dances including “State of Funergency,” performed to a combination of Fimbaland’s “The Way I

“The Black Swan,” an excerpt from the classic ballet “Swan
Lake,” was one of the top performances of the evening, fea
turing history junior Alyssa Carnahan
executing the traditional piece beau
tifully.
The costumes were simple for most
pieces but served to compliment the mes
sages and moods of the dances. Many consist
ed of black shorts w ith colorful tops or simple
dresses and were just enough to match the ambi
ance but not enough to distract the audience from
the bigger picture.
Perhaps the most appealing part of the evening,
“Momentum” left room for viewers to infer their own
meanings to the images they experienced. Everyone in att e n dance could easily
_ come away with a
^
different perspec' tive and meaning
for each dance frtim the
evening.
Whether passionate about dance or just looking for
good entertainment, “Momentum” will suit viewers’ needs
and take them outside of themselves, if only for an hour or
two, to look at the world in a different way through the
medium of dance.
Tickets are .ivailable for 8 p.m. performances Thursd.iy
through Saturday in the Spanos I heatre.

Are” and “Firestarter” by Prodigy, which was
enough to cause a person or two to tap their
toes to the beat.
Similarly, “ Private Idaho” began with a
low-key, yoga-inspired opening that quickly
turned into a chaotic whirlwind of confusion.
This attempt to explore the remaining calm
found in the midst of a crazy world livened
up the show with its quick pace and high energy.
The guest performances highlighted the
night, breaking up the often slower-paced,
more interpretive pieces of Orchesis. Dancers
from the Pilipino C'ultural Exchange performed
two traditional dances to the accompaniment
of traditional Pilipino music, while dancers
from SLC') Motion, a competitive swing danc
ing group, performed a conventional swing
dance w ith a jive-y attitude.
In one of the more blatant societal com
mentaries, the modern repertory dancers
begged the question (projected onto a
video screen) “Are we saying more with
less, or are we just missing the point?” in
a high-paced world that’s obsessed with
texting and creating digital identities.
With so many modern pieces of
fering the viewer a lot to contemplate, c o u r i hsy
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Jainu* Moreno
Pt»sition: Striker
Team: IX' I'niied
All-time MLS
leading goal
scorer. World
C u p veteran for
Bolivia

GET YOUR TICKETS N O W :
Go

TO WWW.GOPOLY.(X)M OR CAl.l. IHL IK KIT OtEK E AT

(805) 756 5806

Ticket Int'orniation:
Reserved Chair Back: $18 single game
$30 Weekend Package
Reserved Bleacher: $15 single game
$25 Weekend Package

_V-

General Adm ission Adult: $12 single game
$20 Weekend Package
(■eneral .Admission Youth/CPStudent: $6 single
game $10 Weekend Package

b

■i
.ioe C'aniion
Position: Kec|X*r
Team: San .lose
Ivvo-lime MLS
Coaikeeper oT the
Year

Frankie lledjiik
Position: IXMcndcr
I'eani: Columbus
Ivvo-linie L2s.
World Cup iK;
Olvinpic team
menilx'r

W
Ben Olsen
Position: Midltcld
leani: IX' I'niied
Plaved on the
ITS. 2(MK> V\orld
('lip team

(>roup Packages: $6 per-|x;rson for grt)ups of 20 or
more (Seats are General Admission)
*AII group orders must Iv completed bv the dose of business on
Wednesday, I ch. 20. This includes pa>ment.
..,>**VVeekend p.Tekagcs will onlv Iv available up to Feb. 2!. one
dav prior lo the San Jose ('oinmbus maich.
TiKI AI 1)1 AT; W LFKTNl) and (1R( )I 'P PAC KA(il ,S can
lx* purchased al the ('al Polv ticket ofliee or over lhe phone al
{805> 75b 58(K)

ide.i of SherwtHHl's sound.
The fust few tr.icks were high
ly d.mceable, .md that's ex.ictly
what the crowil had m mind. An
impressive, it not blinding, light
show accompanied the band’s per
formance. Cdose to the stage, fans
were hopping like rabbits while
chipping and singing along. Occa
sionally a crowd surge would send
everyone to one side and then re
verberate back to the other.
T his continued until the band
took a brief intermission to call
upon "Moses.” a booming pre-reeorded voice from the heavens, to
advertise how fans could receive
free text updates from the hand.
Afterward, the band resumed
by playing a few slower, softer
songs. Dancing and jumping were
replaced by singing and swaying
amid a shower of bubbles blown
onto the crowd by band mem
bers. The mellow vibe was a wel
come break from the ruckus that
came before and after, when the
band picked up again with a po
tent collection of jams, including a
fast-paced The Get Up Kids cover
song.
After performing their last song
and thanking fans, the band ex
ited the stage. In typical live show
fashion, the crowd called for “one
more song!” The band happily re
turned and delivered its most pow
erful and epic song of the night,
which ended with a burst of reso
nance and feedback that shook the
walls and left eardrums ringing for
hours.
All in all, it was a highly im
pressive performance. But beyond
the performance, this show was
really about two things: Sherwood
returning to its roots, and fans
showing them that they’re wel
come home anytime. Both objec
tives were achieved tenfold. The
genuine connection between the
hand and the crowd was inspira
tional and felt by everyone pres
ent. Upon leaving, I couldn’t help
but think, “ If Sherwood can make
it big, maybe I can, too.”
So would 1 see Sherwood play
again? I sure would.
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File month ot Febriiary signals
a time ot remembrance: Malcolm
X, Martin I.tuber King Jr., Rosa
Parks. Sojourner Friitb, and the list
continues. Febriiary is Olack FFistory Month, and Cal l\)ly is Joining
the celebration designed to honor
black bistor)’ and culture. There
will be several on-campus events
occurring all month long through
the Multicultural C'enter (MCX3).
Martin Lutlier King Jr. stressed
the idea that change w'ithin a group
can lead to a greater, widespread
change. Fde asked, “Are you tlie
leader of your çircle?”The response
was “F am,” thus leading to the
theme of tliis year’s events: “I Am.”
“We are hoping to promote ed
ucation through discussions on di
versity — that is the mission o f the
Multicultural Center,” said Brenton
Smith, MCC student coordinator.
' Black History Month is also be
ing commemorated by an art dis
play at ECHO Artspace in Grover
Beach. The event, hosted by Patrick
Germany and the Cultural Collec
tive Group, will begin Saturday and
remain through Feb. 27.
There will be an artist reception
fix>m 6 p.m. until midnight Saturday
with musical performances. Sunday
is a day geared toward families and
providing entertainment for chil
dren.
The exhibit displays the art of
many local, well-known artists such
as Abbey Onikoyi, the owner of the

“Spirits of Africa Cjallery” in San
Students will perform a step
laiis Obispo, and Jeremiah Ciold, a dancing routine at 11:1.t a.m. Feb.
painter from l,os Osos. (¡old’s dis
12 in the Spanos Theatre breezeplay features works from his "Af wa>. Step dancing, a tradition .in
rica” series.
black history, involves choreo
FIk' work of local artist (¡hris graphed rhythmic-style stomping
Matthews will also be on display at and clapping.
the event. Matthews is known for - A showing of the film “Stomp
his gratfjti-st\ le artwork and depic the Yard” will be held at 7 p.m. Fvb.
tions of lunar landscapes, some of 12 in UU 221. The street danc
which were recently displayed at ing film features popular musicians
Ne-Yo and (¡hris lirown.
Cdoud 9.
(¡ermany believes this e.xhibit at
The C^NN special investiga
ECT-FO Artspace will be a chance tion documentary “The Ntxjse:
to “talk about the positives for the An American Nightmare” will be
black community.” He said the showing at 4 p.m. Feb. 21 in UU
black community is not really em 220.The investigation by Kyra Phil
braced in the area and decided to lips reveals the history o f the noose
push cultural limits by creating this and its re-emei^ence in United
event to celebrate Black Histoiy States history. Month.
Hip-hop group Crown City
“If I don’t make the difference Rockers will perform in the UU
now, who’s going to make the dif Plaza at 11 a.m. Feb. 28. The Bay
Area group is known for its mix of
ference?” Germany said.
Cal Poly’s Black History Month jazz, soul, hip-hop and flmk fusion.
kicks off at 7 p.m. Tuesday with a The concert is being co-sponsored
game of African-American Jeop by Associated Students Inc.
Black History Month at Cal
ardy. The event is structured like
the television game show with Poly ‘concludes with a showing
all questions relating to black his o f the HBO documentary “Little
tory and culture. Participants have Rock High School: 50 Years Later”
a chance to win gift cards af the at 7 p.m. Feb. 28 in UU 208. The
event in UU 221.
film chronicles the lives o f current
“Another Type o f Groove” will Little Rock High School students,
have a slam poetry event at 7 p.m. faculty and staff 50 years after de
Wednesday in the Performing Arts segregation. In the documentary,
Center Pavilion. The event fea filmmakers Brent and Craig Retures award-winning slam poet Ta- naud explore the legacy o f the civil
laam Acey, whose work has been rights movement.
featured on Black Entertainment
Smith said the events on campus
Television, TV One and in Essence are designed to create a “better un
derstanding of culture.”
magazine.
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Event/Activity Guide
African-American Jeopardy..
...........................................Feb. 5
"Another Type of Groove"
with Talaam A ce y........Feb.6
Step d a n cin g ..............Feb. 12
"Stomp the Yard".......Feb. 12
"The Noose: An American
N ightm are"...................Feb. 21
Crown City Rockers... Feb. 28
"Little Rock High School: 50
Years Later"...................Feb. 28
ECHO art e x h ib it.... Feb. 9-27

The month of Fcbruaiy
is Black History Month,
and the Multicultural
Center and community
have prepared activities to
commemorate it. ('.ounterclockwlse from the top;
Famous African-Americans
Rosa Parks, (ìc*orge Wash
ington (¡arver, Martin
Luther King, Jr., Harriet
luhnian, Muhammad All,
Jackie Robinson, Malcolm
X and Sojourner Truth.
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'C an’t buy me love.’
Or can you?
that arc defining matchmaking. But 1 was wrong.
1 watch the quirky Match.com commercials
Very, very wrong.
featuring blissfully happy couples and upbeat love
In data from a recent national Harris survey,
songs and think “Bullshit.” I prefer to believe that
eHarmony
says that more than 19 million people
those people are actors hired by greedy business
have taken their test and become active members
men to push more lonely people into hopeless
of their program. Even more convincing, it esti
pools of online daters. Apparently, I’m wrong.
mates that 2 percent of all American marriages
I recently read an article in the New York
by Taylor M o o re
each year are between partners who have found
Times titled “Hitting it off, thanks to algorithms
one another from their services — nearly 120
of love” explaining the latest findings in the sci
weddings a day!
ence of love. Before you counter that there is no
Even a friend of mine, who shall remain
science to love, hold on just a second. Love isn’t
nameless,
stepped into the scary world wide Web
an emotion anymore; it’s an industry. An industry
of love on Match.com. Unlike the successful 2
that requires as much study and analysis as any
percent that eHarmony claims it matched, my friend was left with one bad
other business — if not more — to bring in profitable results.
Love Incorporated, as it should be called, is the emergent online dating date and a few awkward e-mails. However, even after her virtual “break-up,”
business, an industry that profits more than $1 billion annually according she optimistically said she would be willing to try it again. (Next time: a
to the 2(M)6 Dating Industry Study.There are blogs, news columns, research different site and a different algorithm.)
1 hate to admit it, but maybe this stuff really works. Online dating de
institutes and even magazines dedicated to this business, which is growing
creases the pressure and embarrassment usually associated with painful first
at an astonishing rate.
By the way, with the direction this trade is headed, the majority of us will dates. Users can ease into relationships, browsing candidates and sharing
find ourselves integral members (or, more appropriately, customers) of this with others before they decide on one person.
Additionally, the most simple, stress-free option available is breaking up
phenomenon in the years to come. According to MSN, 40 million Ameri
can adults (roughly 40 percent of singles) already use online dating services or breaking off communication. A short, succinct e-mail is all it takes to end
and the number of first-time visitors to Web dating sites increases every day. a match going in the wrong direction. Services like Match.com even offer
prewritten options for its members, ranging from statements like “This isn’t
If you haven’t tried it already, maybe you’ll be next.
I had always known there was a large pool of singles attracted to the idea working,” to “I’ve found someone else.”
Also, the lack of person-to-person communication is a draw for less con
of digitally picking a mate, but until reading the New York Times article, 1
fident
singles looking to date but deficient in attractiveness. A member of
had rarely considered the science of it. According to the piece, which exam
ined the research behind online dating companies, the giants in the industry the online dating community can wear sweats and glasses on their first few
(like Match.com and eHarmony) have hired scientists and analysts to create dates without the stress of physical appeal.
Personally, I am not ready to take the plunge into the deep sea of online
unique algorithms for finding love.
Leading the pack is eHarmony, which employs the use of a fully func dating just yet. 1 still have hope that the old-fashioned kind of relationship
tional laboratory to test its already successful algorithm. Different from will continue to thrive until I am ready to settle down.
But who am 1 kidding? It’s obvious the dating world is changing. Dat
other matchmaking giants, eHarmony does not use the “do-it-yourself”
ing is dying out and being replaced by online communities. Let’s be honest,
approach for customers.
Unlike Match.com, for example, where the customer can browse and more of us are “poking” others on Facebook than paying for another’s meal
click on those they find attractive, eHarmony requires its patrons to answer and movie.
Although I’m not as convinced as others, I am in no position to judge
a 258-question test (probably more stressful than the SATs) that links them
to potential partners. Every portion of the test is then put into a love equa them or^the industry. Hey, who can judge science?
tion of sorts to identify statistically positive matches.
Like any other cynic, I was suspicious of the equations and algorithms
Taylor Moore is a jourttalism senior and a Mustang Daily columnist.
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"Let’s become pilots and fly around the
world togetheri"

The members of Cal I’oly Students for Ba
rack Obama have been waiting for Feb. 5 for a
very long time. On Tuesday, for the first time in
our lives, we will have the opportunity to vote
for a candidate who truly inspires us.
For the last four months, we have walked
around campus, drumming up support for our
candidate. We are often asked, “Why him? What
is it about Obama that makes you stand up and
get involved?” We’ve had the opportunity to ex
plain to many of you on an individual basis, hut
we would like to take this opportunity to ex
pand our audience.
We acknowledge the ideological divide be
tween the left and the right in American poli
tics, and even here on our own campus. Obama
represents a singular figure who can bring an
end to the bitter partisanship that has crippled
Washington.
Disagreement isn’t a bad thing; disagreement
is a cornerstone of democracy. But disagreement

without healthy discussion only serves to en
trench people in an us vs. them battle. Obama’s
rhetoric and style allow him to listen empathically to liis opposition, and respectfully disagree
without suggesting his opponent’s views arc
without merit.
Making Washington more honest is essential
to bringing people together. Obama is com
mitted to a transparent government. Our big
gest frustration with the situation in Washington
is the secrecy. I’olicy hashed out behind closed
doors by a select few serves to disenfranchise the
average voter.
Obama helped pass legislation to create the
Web site www.usaspeiiding.gov. This Web site
arranges government contracts in a transparent
manner, allowing anyone to see exactly how his
or her federal taxes are spent. This transparen
cy is essential to rooting out the corruption in
Washington.
Our generation has been regaled with stories

from the past of public figures capable of inspir
ing in others the drive to improve themselves.
Statesmen such as John F. Kennedy and Martin
Luther King, Jr. changed the nation and shaped
a generation. Our generation has been yearning
for such a figure to call its own.
We have been told that the youth demo
graphic is unreliable, that we won’t turn out to
the polls. We disagree. We simply have never had
a candidate worth believing in. Obama gives us
hope that we have the power to make a dif
ference. In his own words, “I’m asking you to
believe. Not just in my ability to bring about
real change in Washington ... I’m asking you to
believe in yours.”
Computer engineering senior Frank Sanchez,
modern languages and literatures sophomore XIolly
Mcfarland and industrial engineering junior Conner
Johnston are members of Cal Poly Students for Ba
rack Obama and Mustang Daily guest columnists.
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Condemn the cigarette,
not the smoker
Smoking sucks. That’s what we’re led to believe, especially on this campus, but
millions of people enjoy the habit-forming dependency on a daily basis. 1 enjoyed
smoking cigarettes for years, but it wasn’t until 1 transferred to C.al Poly that I real
ized how unattractive cigarettes are to others, and how judgmental some nonsmok
ers can be.
When 1 moved to San Luis Obispo m the summer of 2006, 1 smoked. 1 was in
a new town, 1 didn’t know anyone, and cigarettes became my social butTer. If 1 was
at a bar or restaurant with a patio, I would be there puffing away. 1 was never alone
when I smoked — my neighbors smoked, my coworkers smoked, and some of my
new friends smoked. I found that it was a great conversation starter, especially if I
didn’t have a lighter with me.
When fall quarter started, 1 was thrust into a whole new world full of nonsmok
ers. One day as I walked to class taking drags from my habit-forming friend, mind
ing my own business, a complete stranger passed me producing an unnecessarily
loud and incredibly fake cough.
After this obvious audible intrusion into my day, the glare he sent my way was
enough to make me choke on my smoke. 1 have never felt so cruelly judged by
someone who knew nothing about me.
Hased merely on the fact that 1 smoked, this person summed me up as disgusting.
That wasn’t the last time a nonsmoker on campus gave me dirty looks or made it
clear that my smoking habit and I were problems on campus. Similar incidents oc
curred at least a dozen times after the first one.
1 consider myself a courteous smoker. 1 never blow smoke in someone’s face, I
make a conscious effort not to smell like cigarette smoke before I enter a classroom,
1 try not to smoke near doorways or building entrances, I throw my cigarette butts
in trashcans or ashtrays, and I don’t smoke in front of children.
Eventually, I learned to hide my smoking habit so well that people who saw me
every day had no idea I was a smoker. Almost overnight, this guilty pleasure became
a shameful, sinister secret.
Nonsmokers need to understand that smoking is an addiction, and that smokers
are people too. Although 1 am trying to quit (it has been 24 d,iys since my last ciga
rette), I still encourage nonsmokers to be kind and show a little more compassion.
You don’t have to condone smoking, but you don't have to condemn smokers
either. Those who go out of their way to make others feel ashamed of their lifestyle
choices are much more disgusting than those who smoke cigarettes.
MARGARET SCOTT

IVhinicy Didz is a jounialisttt senior and Mustan<< Daily copy editor and reporter.
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LETTERS

T O T H E E D IT O R
Shh! Republicans are
naïve
At the end of the article
titled “Shh! Liberals Don’t Want
Equality,” it shouldn't have read
“Jennifer (iihnore is a micro
biology senior and a Mustang
Daily conservative columnist.”
Though these things are true of
Jennifer (lilmore, a better de
scription may have been some
thing like: Jennifer (iihnore is a
naïve, white Kepublican with an
egocentric lens to the world.
Words simply cannot explain
Jennifer. How can her view of
equality be to let the rich get
richer while the poor of society
rot away? Think for once. If
we cut taxes for the rich, then
one of two things has to hap
pen. Either the government cuts
something in their budget or
the rest of us pay more taxes in
order to make up for it. Assum
ing option A (since “the rest of
us” probably includes Jennifer),
our dimwitted president would
probably choose to cut fund
ing to poor communities, only

have

fueling Jennifer’s idiotic ideal.
O f course, the obvious choice
would be to cut funds to some
thing that’s lowering our nation’s
trust in its government, killing
innocent young Americans, and
doubling our national debt, but
we all know Bush will never
stop his “war.”
All that said, 1 am happy that
Jennifer wrote this article. In
fact. I’m utterly ecstatic.Through
sheer naivety and amazing
foolishness she has turned many
would-be-Kepublicans at Cal
Poly into anything-but-Kepublicans; no one will want to be a
Kepublican here knowing they
will be represented by Jennifer.
Josh Turner
Electrical ent^ineerina frcslnnan

A pologies from Delta
Sigm a Phi
Above all I would like to
apologize to anyone who was
offended by the sandwich board
displayed in front of the Kec
Center.We fully understand
why the image could have been
offensive. Our fraternity does
not promote the objectification
of women, which is why the
sandwich board was removed
immediately after learning that
the image had offended some

something

to

students. We acknowledge that
we should have taken more con
sideration before putting up the
sandwich board.
While this single image may
promote female objectification,
the actions of the members of
our fraternity do not. In the last
month Delta Sigma Phi Frater
nity donated nearly SI,700 to
the C.al Poly SAFER Program
and more than S2,900 to the San
Luis Obispo SAKP (Sexual As
sault Recovery and Prevention)
(Center.The claim made by Ms.
Webber saying “1 don’t know
how any girl on campus could
respect a guy walking around
in DSP letters” was unmerited
and disheartening. It is unfair
to make such a verdict about
every individual member of our
organization based on a single
incident.
Aria Niazi
Philosophy senior and president
c>f Delta Sifinta Phi - Epsilon Rho

Hey Johnny in the Box,
That was a pretty funny ar
ticle on Super Bowl personalities
... when I read it two days ago
online.
“The Line Just Moved HalfPoint” Guy:
“Likely to befriend the Ciuy

W ho’s in a Squares Pool at Work,
this guy will bet on everything
and let everyone know it. He’ll
lose Sl.SO on the opening com
toss, but hit nice on his 6 :1 wa
ger that a tight end will produce
the first score. Lie’ll be really
concerned that the third-quarter
line moved a half-point during
halftime, but he’ll look real good
on the over, so he won’t mind
laying that extra half-point. He
also threw down 10 bucks at
S.SO,000:1 that a tornado will
tear through the stadium during
the third quarter ... you know,
just for the hell of it.”
I guess you can add hack
writers to the guys at your Super
Bowl party this year.
Sean Quigley
Materials cngineerin(> senior
ED ITO R'S NOTE: m ile the
Jan. 31 Johnny in the Bo.x column
titled "Super Somebodies” did bear
a similar format to an article on
cracked.com and various other IVeb
sites about Super Bowl Sunday
personalities,John Middlekaujf’s
column was not plajjiarism, but his
own take on Super Bowl riewers.
The Mustanyi Daily does not toler
ate plagiarism in any form and ex
pects all Mustanx Daily contributors
to write their own orixinal content.
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At the beginning of this year, 1 was quite
impressed by the contents of the first
two columns written by the ("al Poly
(College Republicans (sorry, last year’s
articles were terrible).To my dismay, I
found the new C!P(!R column by Jen
nifer Gilmore to be outdated and lack
ing substance. For example, proposition
209, a (California ballot proposition that
forbids many forms of affirmative action,
was voted into law in 1996. It’s beyond
me why you keep bringing it up when
there are many burning issues as we
speak. I’m in no businc*ss of picking the
topics for your columns but don’t you
think you should say something about
President Bush’s last State of the Union
.address which he delivered on Monday?
You could also write something about
Senator MeCCain emerging as the front
runner of the GOP Is this the best
article you can come up with when we
are less than a week tfom Super Tuesday
when more than 20 states (including
(Californi.i) will hold their primaries? I
think there an.‘ more important issues
that require your attention, such as the
subprime mortgage crisis, recession, the
troops surge, the 2(K)S presidential elec
tion and so on. Instead of simply bashing
the other side, please engage in a more
constructive political discourse.This is
not much to ask, is it?
— Haroun Idris
Response to “ Shh! Liberals don’t watit
equality”
Typical. My family would be considered
to be “wealthy” by somebody like you.
However, they are wealthy because they
live frugally and save their money ... we
don’t buy $1(M),(MK) c.irs (of course th.it
is your example ... typical). And people
like you think it is perfectly ethical to
take the money that my p.irents h.ive
worked hard to save .ill their life. Oh,
and it wasn’t just my parents who made
sacrifices by living frugally and saving
their money, it was my grandparents
as well. So yeah, go ahead and take
the money that is the proiiuct of two
generations of hard work and s.icrifice,
because we obviously “don’t need it.”
You clearly don’t appreciate this, though.
Oh yeah, and I went to public school all
my life (in a prett\- lousy public school
system), therefore I was afforded all the
same scholastic opportunities as any
other kid gtnng to the s.ime schools,
both rich and poor.
ResiHmse to "Uronx alwit uvalth"
1 couldn't caa* less whether or not the
sign is taken down. All that sign does is
promote “the perks” of being in such
an “honorable” fraternal brotherhocxl.
Wow, just say those words and it sounds
like trumpets blaring down from heaven
upon us. “Fraternal Brotherhood.” Did
you hear it? To think, I could be a part
of an honorable fraternity with a moral
highground while spending my dine
here at Cal Poly, just like that cool sign
in front of the Rec Center says. Person
ally, I think the whole fraternity bag is a
bunch of bullshit. And I hope the girls
and boys who think it really is honor
able to go out and pixsmote chauvenism
and the degredation of women while
getting hammered at a “cool” fraternal
kegger will grow up. I’ll believe the
ardcles about how fraterniries and somriries are noble and moral when I start
meering people who defy the hypocrisy
that is so common amongst (!al Poly
fraterities and sortiritic*s.
—

Mike

Respome to "DSP sandwich board shou's
lack ofclas.s”

Girls & Sports

Pop Culture Shock Therapy

by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

VSHE WANTEdX

IMTR0DÜCIN6;: “LARKY
THE COMPOLSIVE LIAR“

WWW popculturecomics com O Ooug Bratton 2008

LARRY.
TO (SO HOME
I ’M YOUR
WITH ME,
BUDDY. YOU
BUT I BLEW DON'T HAVE
HER OFF TO TO LIE TO M

HEY. LARRY, YOU'RE
OVER AN HOUR LATE

by Doug Bratton

.................................. ........... .

y ea Hl I had
A DATE WITH
A HOT CHICK
FROM WORK

Where

Last Ditch Effort

by John Kroes
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Across
I Doorframe parts
6 Chinese-born
American
architect
I I Be a pugilist
14 Bide one's time
for
15 Manicurists'
concerns
16 Electrical unit
17 One who's
always up for a
good time
19 Coastal inlet
20 Out of bed
21
Aviv
22 In the near
future
23 Prefix with -lithic
24
of students
26 President before

35 Atop, poetically
36
_______
Speed wage n
37 Horizontally
38 Musical
transitions
40 “What w a s ___
do?”
41 Bulls, rams and
bucks
43 Goes to
44 Long, long
sentence
47 “I know what
you're thinking"
claim
48 Mississippi's
Trent
49 BlackBerry, e g.,
in brief
52 Unretrievable
54 Illustration, for
short
55 Husband of Isis
58 April 15 org
59 Light hauler
61 Sgt., e.g.

C rossw ord

DDE
27 Background
check (or a
lender
32 Jay-Z and
Timbaland
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62 Didn't go out for
dinner
63 Gift recipient
64 Floppy rabbit
feature
65 Issues an
advisory
66 Edgar Bergen’s
Mortimer
Down
1 Where the
Pokémon craze
originated
2 Cognizant (of)
3 Nintendo brother
4 Kibbles n
5 Eyelid woe
6 Holiday__
7 Drink that often
comes with an
umbrella
8 Olive stuffing
9 Airline to BenGurion
10 Nantucket, e g.:
Abbr
11 Bruce
Springsteen's
first hit
12 Akron's home
13 Marvel mutant
superhero
18 Big name in fairy
tales
22 Egyptian viper
25 Actor Harris and
others
26 Regarding this
point
27 TV's “
Sharkey"
28 Send again
29 Place that often
has picnic tables
30 Hollow-stemmed
plant
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© Puzzles by Pappocom
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Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.
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T

5

8

3

6

9

3

1 8

5
4

1

9

3

9
2

4

6
Pu22lc by Mark Sharwood

31
32
33
34

Flip
Fence part
Play’s start
“Nutty” role for
Jerry Lewis
39
Xers
42 Worker with
genes or film
43 Bit of land in a
river

45 Superlative
suffix
46 Brenda Lee s
“..... Around the
Christmas Tree”
49 Trim, as
branches
50 Kitchen gizmo
51 Questioned

52 Word that can
follow the starts
of 17-, 27-, 44and 59-Across
53 Killer whale
54 Sandwich bread
56 Norms: Abbr.
57 Fe. to chemists
59 Furry foot
60 Little___(tots)

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, S I.49 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years- 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today s puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.com learning/xwords
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Solution, tips, and computer program at www.sudoku.cpm

PUZZLE SPONSORSHIP AVAILABLE
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Riverside

Round-up

continued jro m page 12

continued from page 12

They opened the second halt on
O-tor-8 shooting until Howell, who
had 12 points, hit a jumper to end the
taniine.
“1 called a timeout (in the second
halt) telling our kids we were giv'ing
them everything they were looking at
and (Ckil Poly) just didn't make them,”
UC] Kiverside head coach John Margaritis said.
Mimnaugh attributed the many
tailed shooting attempts to intimida
tion.
"They’re bigger than us at every
single position,” she said.“We don't do
as well against people that are bigger
than we are.”
Hut it wasn’t just a size disadvan
tage. In the first half, the Mustangs
and the Highlanders seesawed on the
scoreboard and stayed within four
points of each other until about the
6-niinute mark.
UC' Kiversidejunior guard Sevram
Clbewonyo, who tallied a game-high
2,^ points, hit three shots from behind
the 3-point arc to push the Highland
ers’ lead to 25-17, an advantage that
was never lost.
rainoisouti Lott, a 6-foot-2 junior
forward, posed a difficult defensive
assignment for the Mustangs in the
post. Lott, who dropped a career-high
double-double with 27 points and 13
rebounds in a loss to UC' Santa Bar
bara on Wednesday night, posted 14
points Saturday.
“She’s just tall and athletic and
she’s a nice target,” Margaritis said.
“You don’t have to be perfect. You
just throw it up in the air and she gets
it.”
Although junior forward Lisa
McBride and sophomore guard Ta
mara Wells, both integral offensive
contributors for the Mustangs, played
ver)' few minutes due to illnesses,
Mimnaugh said her team didn’t move
the ball well, and had veiy few fastbreak opportunities because of that.
“We sua- made them look better
than they are and we made ourselves
look really poor,” she said.
At halftime, Howell s;iid, Mininaugh urged her team to pick up intensitv.
“That’s just something you have
to get fnini the inside,” Howell said.
“That’s nothing really the coach can
give you. She can just tell you about it.
We didn’t do that at all.”
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C'al Poly hosts UC' Irvine at 7 p.in.Thursday.

Close singles c a lls lead way to victory for men’s
tennis team

President & Board of Directors

Several close matches led the Ckil Poly men’s tennis team to a 5-2
victory at Oregon on Saturd,iy.
Nick Berger and Andrew Cíerst provided the Mustangs an early 1-U
lead by securing the doubles point with an 8-3 win over Alexander
C'.ornelissen and Stephen Wiechert.
Before that, C'al Poly’s Robert Foy and 1)arryn Young defeated
Cieoff Embry and Romeo Mortera 8-4.
In singles play, Clerst edged Embry 6-4, 5-7, 6-4, and Foy narrowly
defeated CYirnelissen 6-2, 2-6, 7-5. Drew Jacobs added a victory for
the Mustangs at the No. 6 position in two tiebreakers, 7-6, 7-6 (7-3)
over Wiechert.
Young was the only Mustang to finish singles action in two sets, as
he made quick work of Francisco Cíallardo in the No. 3 spot, 6-3, 6-4.

Day com es in second in New York City
C'al Poly high jumper Sharon 1)ay earned a second-place finish at
the lOlst Annual Millrose Ciames at Madison Square Garden in New
York C'.ity on Friday.
1)ay, in her first competition wearing a C'al Poly uniform this season,
cleared 6 feet, 2
inches and finished behind three-time Olympian
Amv Acuff for the second time this year.
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• Pick up application in ASI
Business Office UU212
• info Sessions:
Feb. 7 @ 6 pm UU218
Feb 20 @ 6 pm UU218
• Filing Deadline:
Friday, March 7, 2008
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ASI E le c t io n P a c k e t s
N o w A v a ila b le

Help improve local and regional transit
services and bikeways in San Luis Obispo County.

'

o c u t io n

Cat involved with
ASI Student Government

6

)

Public Hearing
Wednesday | February 6th, 2008 | 8:30 am
SLO County Board of Supervisors' Chambers
1055 Monterey Street, San Luis Obispo
Ail requests must be submitted by February 13,2008.

lin ts
mary (aisimplyskinbymary.com
simplyskinbymary.com~(805) 786-4WAX
Text, email or phone!

Son Luis Obispo Council of Governments
Attn; Tim Gillham
1150 Osos Street, Suite 202
Son Luis Obispo, CA 9340)

Unmet_needs@slocog.org
Phone: 805.781.1520
fox: 805.781.5703
www.slocog.org

S K Y D IV E T A F T
when news breaks».,

* O ver 20 years experience
* Excellent safety record
* State of the art equipment
' Personalized video of your skydive

we've got It covered

$90

‘ Open 7 days a week, year round (weather permitting)

r

' Tandem and Accelerated Free Fall available
’ B B Q . bunkhouse. camping 4 showers on site

Tandem discount rates for students.
birthdays, military, fire and police. $140.00

6 6 1 -765-JU M P
500 Airport Road
Taft. C A 93268

www.skydivetaft.com

CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

LOST AND FOUND

CONSTRUCTION
ESTIMATOR ASSIST.
General Engineering firm
in Santa Maria is seeking
a student P/ T for assist, in
bidding, ccrnstruction law,
interpreting plans & .specs,
take offs, sub bids,
scheduling. Flexible hours
elevation 1479(<faol.com
922-4366

Video Editor Ever cut your
own movie? Admissions
Office is looking for a video
editor to support the
development o f multimedia
marketing tools. Work on
shoots o f alumni, students,
and faculty. Edit footage for
marketing campaigns with
yearly audiences of 90K+
people. Experience in Adobe
Premiere/ AfterEffects or
similar software is preferred.
Will train if motivation level
is high. Email ecoms@ calpoly.edu for an interview or
questions.

MODELS WANTED Stop
by Thomas Everett Salon
& Tom Mel Beauty Center
Wednesday’s from 2-7 for
training nights. $25 haircuts
and $45 colors!! 543-9615

. AmeriCorps 2(K)8
Recruitment
http://studentlife.calpoly.edu/
csv/ACorps,asp’dept=csv
AmeriCorps - Attention
Cal Poly students! Want a
job that makes a difference?
The Central Cciast Volunteer
Corps is recruiting for 2(K)8
(Jan-Dec). It's your world,
and your chance to make it
better. CCVC members serve
at a variety o f non-profit
agencies throughout SLO
County. Full & Part-time
positions available. Members
receive a living allowance
and an excellent stipend.
Interested? Contact Amber:
756-5338 or
atiemey@calpoly.edu.

I.OST Monthly Planner Reward - black zippered
planner vv/ address hook IcTst
(Tn campus Dec 2(K)7 finals.
t$l(K) reward. (775) 287-4896

ALGEBRA 2 TUTOR tor
Cuesta student in SLO.
Twice a week (prefer Tues
& Thurs). Firs flexible. Exp.
helpful. Pay DOE 544-4389

Mustang Daily Classifieds
Online and in print!
www.mustangdaily.net/
classifieds

Place your ad tcTday! Visit
our website or call (805)
756-1143

FOR SALE
Sleeper Sofa Olive Green
Full Size $2(X)obo 542-0530

HOUSING
STUDIO APT Close to
campus. Large yard.
$795mth. (559) 434-4254
Condo For Rent Near
downtown, 2 bdrm, 1 1/2
baths. No pets. $1600/ month
805-539-0949, or e-mail
rhprcTperties 16@gmail.ccTm

LOST Purse left at Campus
Market. Please call Janelle at
(805) 234-3830
LOST F’at gray cat Heron
Hall/Stadium area. Edie CP
Cat Program 441-5293
LOST BMW car keys. Park
City key chain, 49er's key.
Contact Matt Goyne at
510-685-2488.
FOUND Black w om en’s
gloves in Ag Bldg 10.
Contact Oliver
(805) 215-6234

SPORTS

m ustangdally.net
Monday, February 4, 2008

SPORTS e d i t o r : Donovan Aird
ASST. SPORTS e d i t o r : Rachel C.ellman
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GIANTS TAKE DOWN GOLIATH
Barry Wilner
ASSCKÜATEI) 1‘HESS
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LENDALE.Ariz. — The Giants had the
perfect answer tor the suddenly imperfect
I’atriots: a big, bad defense and an improb
able comeback led by their own Mr. C.ool quar
terback, Eli Manning.
In one of the biggest upsets in Super Bowl
history. New York shattered New England’s un
beaten season 17-14 Sunday night as Manning
hit Plaxico Burress on a 13-yard fade with 35
seconds left. It was the Giants’ 11 th straight vic
tory on the road and the first time the Patriots
tasted defeat in more than a year.
It was the most bitter of losses, too, because
12-point favorite New England (lH-1) was one
play from winning and getting the ultimate
revenge for being penalized for illegally tap
ing opponents’ defensive signals in the seasonopener against the New York Jets.
But its defense couldn’t stop a final, ffantic
12-play, 83-yard drive that featured a spectacular
leaping catch by David Tyree, who had scored
New York’s first touchdown on the opening
drive of the fourth quarter.
“It’s the greatest feeling in professional
sports,’’ Burress said before bursting into tears.
“That’s a position you want to be in,’’ said
Manning, who followed older brother Pey
ton’s MV I* performance last year with one of
his own. “You can’t write a better script. There
were so many big plays on that drive.”
And now the 1972 Miami Dolphins can
pop another bottle of champagne in celebration
of a record still intact, the only perfect season in
the Super Bowl era.
The Patriots were done in not so much by
the pressure of the first unbeaten season in 35
years as by the pressure of a smothering Giants
pass rush.Tom Brady, the league’s Most Valuable
l^layer and winner of his first three Super Bowls,
was sacked five times, hurried a dozen more and
at one point wound up on his knees, with his
hands on his hips following one of many poor
throws in New England’s lowest-scoring game
of the season.
“They played well,” Patriots coach Bill
Belichick said. “They made some plays. We
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New York Giants defensive end Michael Strahan (92) flexes his muscles after sacking New
England Patriots quarterback Tom Brady during the third quarter of Super Bowl XLII.
made some plays. They just made a few more.
We played as hard as we could. We just couldn’t
make enough plays.”
Hardly a familiar position for the record
setting Patriots and their megastar quarterback.
This time, it wasn’t the Patriots but the Giants
making the game-winning rally. This time, the
unflappable quarterback making the clutch
play wasn’t Brady but Manning, who had been
booed by Chants fans for most of his four sea
sons for a lack of emotion.
C')ddly, it was a loss to the Patriots that

sparked New York’s stunning run to its third
Super Bowl and sixth NFL title. New England
won 38-35 in Week 17 as the Patriots became
the first team in 35 years to go spotless through
the regular season. But by playing hard in a
meaningless game for them, the Giants (14-6)
gained something of a swagger and Manning
found his footing.
Their growing confidence carried them
through playoft victories at Tampa, Dallas and
Green Bay, and then past the mightiest oppo
nent of all.

women's
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Cal Poly lets UC Riverside slide
Mustangs go nearly eight minutes without
scoring, fail to claim second place in Big West

TAN
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Injuries, cold outside
shooting spell doom for
men’s basketball team

Rachel Gellman
M USTANC DAILY

One could argue a tremendous size disadvantage, a teamshared bug, three consecutive UC Riverside 3-pointers and near
ly an eight-minute scoring drought caused the Cal Poly women’s
basketball team to drop a 67-55 decision to the Highlanders at
Mott (iym Saturday, but as Cal Poly senior guard Kyla Howell put
it, the Mustangs “just weren’t running.”
The C"al Poly players’body language and intensity weren’t syn
onymous with what one usually sees in decisive conference games
midway through the season.
Were the Mustangs to win, they would have propelled them
selves into second place in the Big West Conference, and to their
first 6-2 conference start ever.
“I felt like the flow of the game was really stagnant,” Cal Poly
head coach Faith Mimnaugh said. “If you’re not in your flow, if
you have to think and analyze things, that’s not playing basket
ball.”
The Mustangs, usually a quick, fast-breaking team, ran a fullcourt press on made baskets in hopes of countering the Highland
ers’ size advantage. As Mimnaugh said, “It’s hard to press if you
don’t make the baskets, though, if that’s your strategy.”
The Mustangs were held scoreless for 7 minutes and 44 seconds
midway through the game; they couldn’t get on the board from
the 3:17 mark in the first half until 15:33 remained in the second.
see Riverside, page 11

Not that the Patriots were very mighty this
day. They even conceded with 1 second on the
clock as coach Bill Belichick ran across the field
to shake the hand of jubilant Giants coach Tom
Coughlin, then headed to the locker room, ig
noring the final kneeldown.
That it was Manning taking that knee was
stunning. He not only matched his brother’s
achievement of last year with the Indianapolis
C’olts, but he showed the brilliant precision late
in the game usually associated with, well, Brady.
Peyton Manning was seen in a luxury box
jumping up and pumping both fists when Bur
ress, who didn't practice all week because of in
juries, caught the winning score.
“We just hung in there on offense, kept ex
ecuting,” said Burress, who wasn’t far off on the
23-17 prediction he made a few days ago. “It
came down to one play and we made it.”
The upset could also be viewed as a source
of revenge not only for the Giants, but for the
other NFL teams over Spygate back in Septeniber.That cheating scandal made headlines again
late in Super Bowl week, and could have placed
an infinite cloud over New England’s perfec
tion.
Justin Tuck’s second sack, in the final seconds
of the first half, forced a flimble recovered by
New York teammate Osi Unienyiora.The Gi
ants’ celebrated defensive line controlled much
of the half, holding the most prolific offense
in NFL history to a measly 81 yards and seven
points. New England had the ball only 10:33.
But New York’s mistakes left it with just
three — and there are no moral victories in Su
per Bowls.
So the Giants got a real one in the fourth
quarter as the maturing Manning hung in to
find Tyree for a 5-yard touchdown to cap an
80-yard drive for a 10-7 lead.
Pressed unlike they are accustomed to, the
Patriots responded with their own 80-yard
march as Brady finally got some time. Randy
Moss, who caught a.record 23 of Brady’s record
50 TD throws this year, took a 6-yard pass when
cornerback Corey Webster fell, and with a mere
2:42 remaining, the first 19-0 season was right
there.
Eli and the Giants snatched it away.
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m u s t a n g d a il y

Cal Poly guard Toni Newman elevates for
a shot against UC Riverside on Saturday at
Mott Gym. The Mustangs lost 67-55.

The Cal Poly men’s basketball
team lost its third-straight Big
West Conference game Saturday,
falling 62-58 at UC Riverside.
It amounted to just the second
conference win of the year for the
hosting Highlanders (5-15, 2-7
Big West), who prevailed despite
shooting just 38 percent from the
floor and compiling 17 turnovers.
Cal Poly (8-12,3-5 Big West),
which was out-rebounded 41-27
and made just 2 of its 16 attempts
from 3-point range and could
only muster five assists to UC
Riverside’s 14.
Mustangs senior guard Dawin
Whiten did not play due to an in
jury, and junior guard Trae Clark,
also a starter, came off the bench
due to illness.
Junior Chaz Thomas and soph
omore Lorenzo Keeler started in
their places. Thomas scored a
team-high 19 points on just 7-of21 shooting, including a l-of-8

performance from behind the
3-point line, while Keeler strug
gled as well, making just 1 of his
7 floor shots, finishing with three
points.
Junior center Titus Shelton
made an efficient 4 o f his 5 shots
and all five of his free-throw at
tempts to finish with 13 points
on behalf of the Mustangs. Senior
forward Matt Hanson secured a
game-high 10 rebounds for Cal
Poly.
For the Highlanders, fresh
man guard Jalonni Diggs scored a
team-high 16 points. Senior guard
Larry Cunningham (12 points),
junior forward Severin Gates (12)
and sophomore guard Cleavon
Barlow (10) also added double
figures for UC Riverside.
All five of the Highlanders’
wins this season have come at
their Student Rec Center.
UC
Riverside established
its biggest lead at 36-22 with 1
minute and 52 seconds left be
fore halftime, at which point the
Mustangs had narrowed the gap
to 36-24.
On two separate occasions, the
Mustangs cut the margin to two
but never regained the lead they
held early in the first half.
see Round-up, page 11

